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Abstract. Carbon fibers (CFs) are commonly applied reinforcement material in various composites to improve their mechanical, thermal, or electrical properties. The physical and chemical state of the interface, the chemical bonds, and adhesion
between the fiber and matrix have a great influence on certain properties of the composite, including the mechanical ones.
The originally low adhesion between the CFs and the matrix material can be improved by employing non-equilibrium plasma
for surface treatment of the fiber. In the present study, we compared the effect of an atmospheric dielectric barrier discharge
(DBD) and a low-pressure radio frequency (RF) plasma processing on poly(acrylonitrile) based and sized CFs in terms of
surface chemistry, morphology, and adhesive properties of the treated fibers. It was found that atmospheric DBD plasma
treatment induced greater changes in the surface properties of the CFs as compared to RF plasma. The DBD treated CF surface became more oxidized, increasing the O/C ratio by 30%, while reaching a twofold increase in the roughness. Surface
adhesion improved after both plasma treatments, but it was significantly higher after the atmospheric DBD process.
Keywords: polymer composites, cold plasma, sized carbon fiber, adhesion, surface roughness

1. Introduction
Carbon fiber (CF) is one of the most widespread reinforcing materials in various composites, including
polymers, metals, ceramics, or carbons, owing to its
outstanding combination of physical, mechanical,
thermal, and electrical properties [1, 2]. The extra
high specific strength (>2000 kNm·kg–1) and modulus (>170 MNm·kg–1) of carbon fibers allow substantial improvement in the mechanical properties of
the composites as compared to homogenous materials [3–5]. The full potential of the reinforcing effect
of CF in the composite can be harnessed only if sufficiently high adhesion is attained between the fiber
and the matrix [5]. In this respect, the polar groups
situated at the surface of the fibers play a crucial role
in the adhesion of polymer composites as only these

moieties are capable of creating chemical bonds. Adhesion can also be improved by increasing the surface area of the contacting phases; however, its contribution to the overall adhesion is debated for
polymer composites [6]. CFs, however, inherently
lack polar groups at the surface [7–12]. As a consequence, they exhibit poor wettability and low surface
free energy, as well as the adhesion between the
polymer composite constituents, is weak and so do
the mechanical properties of the composites. To
achieve better interfacial adhesion between the CF
and the polymer matrix, various coating materials,
known as sizing agents, are frequently applied onto
the CF surface [12–14]. However, adequate binding
of the sizing also necessitates available polar groups
on the CF. As a consequence, the key step of making
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a reliably strong CF/polymer composite is to create
polar groups at the surface of CF. Numerous techniques have been developed over the last decades for
the surface treatment of CF, including wet [15–17]
and dry [18, 19] chemical oxidation, anodic oxidation
[20], and γ-ray radiation treatment [21, 22]. In oxidative treatments, acidic functional groups (–O–C–,
–C=O, –O–C=O) are being formed at the surface
layer of the fibers that improve the hydrophilic character and chemical reactivity [23–25]. The above
methods, however, are typically time-consuming,
burden the environment, and may reduce the strength
of the fibers [26]. In contrast, plasma modification
representing the most recent trend offers a fast, environmentally friendly, and low-cost technique [27].
The treatment affects only the outermost surface in
a thickness of around 10 nm [28], while the bulk properties, in contrast to earlier mentioned techniques,
remain unaltered. The effect of various plasma treatments operating either in atmospheric [29] or lowpressure conditions [30] has been investigated.
While almost all plasma treatments efficiently increase the surface energy of CFs, it is still difficult
to compare their overall performance since treatments usually show a great difference in the applied
operating conditions such as duration of the treatment (from 0.5 s to several minutes), plasma power,
employed gases (He, Ar, N2, O2, air or their mixtures) and the applied test methods, as well.
In the present paper, we compare the effect of an atmospheric DBD and a low-pressure RF plasma
method on poly(acrylonitrile) (PAN) based carbon
fibers in terms of the surface chemistry, morphology,
and adhesive properties of the treated fibers. Contrary to most earlier papers, we studied carbon fibers
covered with sizing as most commercial CFs are
available in this form and more relevant in terms of
industrial processing. We did not intend to remove
this layer but to explore if adhesion can be further
increased by modification of the surface chemistry
and/or morphology.

2. Materials and methods
PAN-based CFs (Panex 35) with sizing supplied by
Zoltek Zrt. (a subsidiary of Toray Group, Nyergesújfalú, Hungary) were used in the experiments. The diameter of the fibers was 7 μm. The fibers were subjected to plasma treatment without any previous
cleaning or de-sizing.

The atmospheric plasma system used for surface activation was a commercial diffuse coplanar surface
dielectric barrier discharge (DCSDBD) unit (Roplass
sro., Brno, Czech Republic). The discharge was operated in air at 300 W, which provided a quasi-homogeneous diffuse plasma surface. The discharge
frequency was 10–20 kHz with a voltage of 20 kV.
The design of the plasma set-up is detailed in other
papers [31, 32]. The treatment time was set to 10 and
60 s. Prior to treatment, individual CFs were removed from the bundle and fixed to cardboard, then
placed on the flat dielectric panel.
Low-pressure RF plasma treatments were performed
in a UHV system (base pressure <1·104 Pa), in airflow (<5 cm3/min STP) regulated by a bleeding
valve to set the pressure to 5–8·10–1 Pa. The RF
power (13.56 MHz, 100 W) was applied through a
matching circuit to a coil set outside of a glass dome
fixed to the chamber. A negative DC bias of 150 V
was applied through the steel sample holder. The applied treatment times were 180 and 300 s.
Characterization of the materials
The surface chemistry of the treated and untreated
fibers was analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Spectra were recorded on a Kratos
XSAM 800 spectrometer ((Kratos Analytical Ltd.,
Manchester, UK)) operated at fixed analyzer transmission mode, using Mg Kα1,2 (1253.6 eV) excitation. The pressure of the analysis chamber was lower
than 1·10–7 Pa. Survey spectra were recorded in the
150–1300 eV kinetic energy range with 0.5 eV steps.
Photoelectron lines of the main constituent elements,
i.e., the C1s, N1s, O1s, and Si2p were recorded by
0.1 eV steps. Spectra were referenced to the energy
of the C1s line of the sp2 type graphitic carbon, set
at 284.3±0.1 eV B.E. (binding energy). Quantitative
analysis, based on area intensity after Shirley type
background removal, calculated by the infinitely
thick homogeneous model, was performed by the
XPS MultiQuant 7.8 program [33] using the experimentally determined photo-ionization cross-section
data of Evans et al. [34] and asymmetry parameters
of Reilman et al. [35].
The morphology of fibers was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss DSM982
GEMINI with a heated field emission tungsten cathode) (Oberkochen, Germany) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). AFM scans of individual fibers
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were performed in ambient condition, at room temperature, in contact mode using a Dimension 3100
AFM equipped with a NanoScope IIIa controller
(Digital Instruments/Veeco, Santa Barbara, California, USA). The following parameters were applied:
typical scan sizes 2×2 and 4×4 μm2, typical scan rate
1 Hz, 512×512 pixels per image. Nanosensors TM
PPP-NCHR-20 type silicon cantilevers (thickness:
40±1 μm; length: 125±10 μm; width: 30±7.5 μm;
typical resonance frequency ~293 kHz; force constant: 10–130 N/m; aluminium-coated top; tip height:
10–15 μm) were used in Tapping Mode. Scanned
areas were around the apex of the fiber samples lying
on a Si 100 wafer. The fast scan direction was perpendicular to the main fiber axis. To correct for tilt,
a 1st order plane fit was applied to the raw image
data. For roughness characterization, two different
approaches have been used:
1. The two most widespread [36, 37] areal (Sa, Sq)
roughness parameters have been determined for
each image.
2. The corresponding linear roughness parameters,
Ra and Rq, have been determined along a number
of selected longitudinal sections of each image
for 2 and 4 μm lengths.
For the areal parameters, the number of images was:
untreated and RF-treated fibers, both 2×2 μm2, and
4×4 μm2 – 6 each; DBD-treated fibers, both 2×2 μm2,
and 4×4 μm2 – 7 each; with 512×512 data points per
each image. For the linear parameters, the number
of section lines was: untreated fibers, 2 μm – 59; untreated fibers, 4 μm – 74; RF-treated fibers, 2 μm – 18;
RF-treated fibers, 4 μm – 35; DBD-treated fibers,
2 μm – 35; DBD-treated fibers, 4 μm – 44; with approx. 512 data points per image.
The tensile properties of neat and plasma-treated elemental fibers were determined using an Instron 5566
mechanical testing apparatus ((Instron Co., Canton,
OH, USA).) equipped with a 10 N measurement

head. The distance of the clamps was 22 mm, and
the cross-head speed was 0.5 mm/min. 30 parallel
measurements were carried out.
The interfacial shear stress (IFSS) was determined by
fragmentation. During the measurements, the specimen, consisting of a single fiber embedded in the
epoxy, was continuously stretched with 1.25% min–1
cross-head speed with a Zwick/Roell tensile machine
(Ulm, Germany) until the fiber in the matrix broke
into small pieces. The epoxy matrix used consisted
of a glycerol-based epoxy resin (MR 3012) and a
modified amine hardener (MH 3122), both purchased
from Ipox Chemicals Ltd., Budapest, Hungary. Curing was carried out in two steps, first at room temperature for 10 min followed by the second step at
80 °C for 24 h under vacuum. Five parallel measurements were carried out, and the number of fragments, as well as their length, was measured under
a light microscope (Keyence – VHX 5000, equipped
with a VH-Z100UT objective, Osaka, Japan) after
reaching the maximum number of fragments. IFSS
was calculated by the Kelly–Tyson equation shown
in Equation (1) [38]:
d$v
x = 2$lf
c

(1)

where d – diameter of the fiber, σf – tensile strength,
lc – critical fiber length.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Morphological study
SEM images of untreated and plasma-treated fibers
are shown in Figure 1, respectively. Striations discernible at the surface of the untreated fibers in the
longitudinal direction are originating from the fiber
manufacturing process [39–42]. The striations remained visible after plasma treatment regardless of
the plasma type. On DBD plasma-treated CFs,
small, loosely bonded particles or globules are also

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of untreated (a), RF treated (b), and DBD treated (c) carbon fibers, respectively.
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perceptible, which could be attributed to the formation of low molecular weight oxidized material
(LMWOM) [43] originating from the sizing agent.
LMWOM is developed at the surface as a result of a
degradation of the organic substance taking place in
parallel with surface functionalization, especially
when oxygen is present in the system. Such particles
could also be detected sporadically in the case of RF
treatment; however, compared to DBD treatment,
their frequency was negligible, possibly due to the
milder condition of the RF plasma.
A more detailed morphological investigation was
performed by AFM, leading to both qualitative and
quantitative results.
Qualitative observations
Under AFM, the striations observed by SEM are visible in detail. Additionally, a patchy, vermiculate fine
structure of the untreated surface is revealed, consisting of pits and ridges, with characteristic lateral
dimensions of a few tens of [nm], and a characteristic depth of 4–5 nm, aligned along the axis of the
secondary fiber beams formed by the striations (Figure 2). The patchy pattern presumably is formed
owing to the imperfect wetting of the CF by the sizing agent, while the bottom of the pits represents the

surface of the CF. After both plasma treatments, the
striations and the secondary fiber beams are preserved, but this fine structure is partially lost due to
the etching effect of the plasma, and humps of a few
tens of nm typical size appear (Figure 3). In the case
of DBD-treated fibers, a large number of humps are
visible along the edges of the secondary fiber beams.
Quantitative comparison
Figure 4a shows a typical 4×4 μm2 image consisting
of 512×512 data points, only first-order plane-fitted
(corrected for tilt), used to determine areal parameters Sa and Sq. As the primary curvature of the image
is perpendicular to the fiber axis, the obtained crosssectional Ra and Rq linear roughness parameters are
practically identical to the areal roughness parameters of the whole image [44], and therefore have not
been used in the comparison (Figure 4b). Instead, the
linear roughness parameters of multiple longitudinal
sections (parallel to the secondary beam axes) have
been determined and compared across the three different type samples (Figure 4c). In Figure 5, a boxplot statistical representation is shown of the several
individual Sa and Sq areal roughness parameters
obtained for separate images of the same size and
sample type. The roughness of the RF-treated CFs

Figure 2. AFM images of an untreated carbon fiber surface in consecutive magnifications and a cross-section showing
4–5 nm as typical feature height (profile plot not to scale).
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Figure 3. 2×2 μm2 representative surface topography images of untreated (a, b), RF-treated (c, d), and DBD-treated (e, f)
fibers, in 3D (a, c, e) and top view (b, d, f). Circles indicate debris-like humps, while arrows indicate a series of
humps aligned at the edge of a secondary fiber beam.

is apparently higher than that of untreated ones for
both scan sizes and both roughness parameters; however, based on the criterion of partially or mutually
overlapping medians and adjacent boxes, the statistical significance of this result counts as either low
(for the 2×2 μm2 areas), or even nil (for the 4×4 μm2

areas). Contrarily, the statistical significance of the
difference between the areal roughness of the DBDtreated fibers and both the untreated and the RFtreated fibers is definite. Areal roughness parameters
of the same sample types are typically two-three
times higher for larger scan sizes, which is a direct
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Figure 4. Roughness determination, illustrated with the example of an untreated carbon fiber AFM image. (a) Areal roughness
parameters (in the case shown, Sq = 119.24 nm and Sa = 99.433 nm) were determined for the whole image, consisting of 512×512 data points. Cross-sections like (b) were not used for linear roughness parameter determination
(in the case shown, Rq =118.52 nm and Ra = 99.419 nm). Longitudinal sections such as (c), multiple per image,
approx. 512 data points per line, have been used for linear roughness parameter determination (in the case shown,
Rq = 6.499 nm; Ra = 3.152 nm). Note that the corresponding profile plots are to scale.
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Figure 5. Boxplot statistics representation of Sa (a, c) and Sq (b, d) roughness parameters of untreated, RF-treated, and DBDtreated carbon fire samples, for 2×2 (a, b), respectively 4×4 μm2 (c, d) scan sizes. Conventional boxplot notations
have been used: bottom, mid and top box lines represent the 25, 50, and 75 percentiles respectively (interquartile
range, IQR); × stand for 1 and 99 percentiles; whiskers extend from minimum to maximum values lying within
1.5×IQR distance; means are labeled with □.

consequence of the larger main curvature arc considered in the calculation. The linear roughness parameters calculated along the longitudinal sections
are free of this main curvature effect; consequently,
they increase slightly with increasing scan size (Figure 6). The general findings that the median and the
mean of the roughness parameter distribution is slightly higher for the RF-treated samples than for the untreated samples is repeated, however, again without
much statistical relevance. Contrarily, the linear
roughness parameters of the DBD-treated samples
are clearly and significantly higher than both that of
the untreated and the RF-treated samples, and, as expected, this difference is even more pronounced than
for the case of the corresponding areal parameters.
In conclusion, and in line with the qualitative observations and also the SEM results, the RF plasma
treatment only slightly increased the roughness of the
carbon fiber surfaces, while the DBD plasma treatment had a much stronger effect.

3.2. XPS characterization
The X-ray photoelectron spectra of the untreated and
plasma-treated samples are presented in Figure 7.
Although the differences due to treatments are clearly visible, the line shapes are similar. The overall surface compositions are shown in Table 1. The DBD
plasma treatments significantly increase the oxygen
and slightly change the nitrogen concentration. The
RF plasma treatments practically do not alter the
oxygen content but significantly increase the nitrogen concentration.
The CFs are not stoichiometric compounds; while
the bulk is expected to be pure carbon, the actual surface composition may vary with the antecedents of
the sample (e.g., storage temperature, oxygen pressure, UV exposure, etc.) as well as the composition
of the sizing. The chemical structure (qualitative and
quantitative) cannot be exactly derived from the
spectra. However, the complex spectral lines can be
decomposed to different chemical states, based on
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Figure 6. Boxplot statistics representation of Ra (a, c) and Rq (b, d) roughness parameters of untreated, RF-treated, and DBDtreated carbon fiber samples, for 2 (a, b), respectively 4 μm (c, d) scan sizes. Conventional boxplot notations have
been used (see Figure 5).
Table 1. Overall surface composition [atomic %] of the untreated and plasma-treated samples. The relative
error of the XPS measurements is ±5%.
Treatment
Untreated

Time
[s]

O

N

C

O/C

0

12.3

3.3

84.4

0.15

DBD

10

16.3

4.8

78.9

0.20

DBD

60

17.6

2.9

77.8

0.23

RF

180

12.1

3.9

84.0

0.14

RF

300

13.0

5.6

80.7

0.16

literature data of several polymers [46], as illustrated
in Figure 8, although some minor components may
not be distinguished/separated. All samples can be
decomposed by the same scheme but the ratios of
the components are different. The main bonding
states can be assigned to the components as shown
in Figure 9.
The quantitative composition of the chemical states,
together with the binding energy of the components,

Figure 7. Comparison of the X-ray photoelectron spectra of the untreated and plasma-treated sampless: the C1s (a), O1s (b)
and N1s (c) lines.
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Figure 8. Decomposition of the photoelectron spectra of a selected typical sample (10 s DBD); the C1s (a), O1s (b) and
N1s (c) lines.

are shown in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 10.
These results indicate that the level of both oxygen
types increased after DBD plasma treatment; moreover, the O1 to O2 ratio was also increased. The RF
plasma increased the O1 but decreased the O2 oxygen content, and the O1 to O2 ratio is close to one.
The nitrogen content slightly increased after the first
treatment step for both plasma processes. After longer
treatment times, however, it was nearly halved in the
DBD, while increased even further in the RF plasma
processes. The N1 to N2 ratio is not varied significantly. The nitrate type nitrogen N3 occurs only after
DBD plasma treatment, presumably due to its higher
ion energy density.

Figure 9. Plausible assignment of components to chemical
states based on literature data [45].

3.3. Mechanical studies
Even though one of the main advantages of plasma
surface treatment is that it leaves the bulk unaffected,
several authors reported on modified mechanical
properties of CFs after plasma treatment [46]. The
tensile strength of CFs typically decreases due to the
formation of micro pits and voids after plasma treatment [47]. The final strength loss can greatly vary
depending on the applied power and time [47]. In
Table 3, the tensile strength and strain values are

Figure 10. Surface composition of chemical states of the untreated and plasma treated samples. Solid lines:
DBD plasma, dashed lines: RF plasma. C1 carbon not shown; open symbols stand for untreated
CF samples.

Table 2. Surface composition [atomic %] and binding energy [eV] of the components of the untreated and plasma-treated
samples. Complex lines are decomposed into chemical states.
Treatment

Time
[s]

BE [eV]
Untreated
DBD
DBD

O1

O2

N1

N2

N3

C1

C2

C3

406.8

284.3

286.0

288.3

64.5

14.8

O1/O2

531.5

532.9

399.0

400.5

0

3.8

8.5

1.9

1.4

5.1

0.45

10

6.8

9.5

2.1

1.7

1.0

56.1

15.5

7.3

0.72

0.5

60

7.9

9.7

1.2

1.1

57.3

14.8

7.0

0.81

RF

180

5.5

6.6

2.2

1.8

62.4

15.1

6.5

0.83

RF

300

6.5

6.4

2.8

2.8

59.4

14.1

7.8

1.02
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Table 3. Mechanical properties of untreated and plasmatreated CFs.

Table 4. Result of the fragmentation tests for the untreated
and plasma-treated CFs.
Untreated DBD

Untreated DBD treated RF treated

RF

Tensile strength [GPa]

3.5±1.0

3.2±0.7

3.6±0.7

Mean length of fragmented CFs [µm]

593

280

497

Tensile strain

1.4±0.4

1.2±0.2

1.4±0.2

Shear strength

7.3

52.7

33.8

[%]

shown for the untreated and plasma-treated CFs,
respectively. Among the plasma-treated CFs we performed the tests on samples exposed to longer treatment time, i.e., 60 sec of DBD, and 300 sec of RF
plasma treatment. While RF plasma-treated CF's
strength practically equals that of the untreated one,
the DBD treatment decreased the strength by ca. 10%.

3.4. Adhesion
The most important reason for CFs’ surface treatment is to improve the adhesion between the fiber
and the matrix of the composite. The increased number of polar groups on the surface of CFs suggests a
good indication of an improved adhesion; however,
exact measurements were made by means of fragmentation tests. Figure 11 shows the frequency of the
CFs of different lengths for the untreated and the
plasma-treated CFs, while the mean and critical values of the CFs are compared in Table 4.
All fragmentation histograms are skewed right and
unimodal, which suggests that CFs tend to break into
smaller segments. However, the mode of the histogram is considerably smaller for the plasma-treated
samples indicating that adhesion between CFs and
the epoxy matrix was higher after treatment. In addition, there is also a significant difference between

Figure 11. Frequency diagram of the fragmentation tests of
CFs for different treatment conditions.

[MPa]

the effects of the two types of plasma treatment.
DBD treated CFs show a further improved adhesion
as compared to RF plasma treatment. Mean values
of the length of the fragmented CFs show a similar
trend. DBD treated CFs have half the average length
than that of the untreated one suggesting a great improvement in the adhesion and as a consequence, in
the shear strength too.

4. Discussion
Regardless of the applied gases, pressure, and type
of plasma, the treatment generally leads to a more
polar surface with a considerable decrease in the carbon content of the surface [23]. Consequently, the
O/C ratio increases. Although some papers report on
the formation of new polar groups [48], typically,
only the number of oxygen-containing moieties increases. We recorded a significant rise (33 and 53%)
in the O/C ratio after 10 and 60 seconds of DBD treatment. This is in accordance with the literature. Even
a few seconds of DBD treatment may increase the
O/C ratio from 0.16 to 0.18, as reported by Kusano
et al. [5]. However, considerably higher, a two or
threefold increase in the O/C ratio could be achieved
at a higher power level or longer treatment time [23,
24]. For instance, Santos studied the effect of the
treatment time and reported a twofold and threefold
increase after 2 and 10 minutes of DBD plasma
treatment, respectively. However, even a 30% increase in the O/C ratio considerably increases the
surface energy that improves wettability and enables
to achieve better adhesion to the polymer matrix.
Amplitude roughness parameters typically become
higher due to the etching effect of the plasma. A
twofold increase in the Rq value of the CF surface
after 1 or 2 min of treatment by atmospheric air DBD
was achieved [23, 24, 48]; however, increasing the
treatment time even more, did not considerably increase the roughness. Kostov et al. [43] concluded
that increasing power resulted in higher roughness
reaching a twofold increase after 70 s of atmospheric
plasma treatment at 200 and 300 W power comparing with the untreated CF. Interestingly, we also
achieved a roughly twofold increase by a mere 10 s
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DBD treatment, while RF plasma treatment made no
considerable changes in the roughness even after
3 min. The subdued etching effect of RF plasma can
be attributed to the lower number of ionized species
as compared to atmospheric plasma [49]. Intensive
etching, however, gives rise to various flows at the
surface, such as micro pits and voids that, together
with a rougher surface, may ultimately lead to deterioration of the mechanical properties. Accordingly,
the tensile strength and strain of treated CFs show a
similar picture as roughness. After RF treatment, the
original tensile strength of the untreated fibers was
preserved; after DBD treatment, it decreased by ca.
10%. However, such a small decrease in the strength
does not hinder the application of CFs as a reinforcing phase in, e.g., plastic composites, considering the
large difference between the tensile strength values
of the different materials. More serious decreases up
to 40% in the tensile strength have been reported by
many others after DBD plasma treatment [47]. RF
plasma treatment can also induce a slight decrease
in the strength but typically only after several minutes (>5 min) [46].
Plasma treatments principally change the chemical
composition and the roughness of the treated surfaces
that in turn have an effect on a series of other properties, including wettability, mechanical properties or
adhesion, etc. Considering enhanced mechanical
properties as an ultimate goal, strong adhesion between the CF and polymer matrix is of utmost importance. The polarity of the CFs’ surface, and thus
the O/C ratio, as well as increased surface roughness,

can both effectively increase adhesion that is well illustrated in Figure 12 displaying the measured values of the present test results. The higher polarity of
the surface promotes stronger chemical bonding,
while the increased roughness enables better mechanical interlocking between the different components of the composite [50]. While Fukunaga and
Ueda [6] claimed that the chemical effect of the polar
moieties at the CF surface outweighs the role of mechanical interlocking, Kusano et al. concluded [5] that
the improved adhesion can be attributed to the increased roughness. A similar conclusion was reached
by Altay et al. [47], however, their findings are debatable as the mechanical properties of the investigated PP/CF composites do not correlate well with the
increased roughness. Zhuonda [51] found that the
core mechanism behind the increase in IFSS depends
on the applied plasma gas. In argon plasma, the higher
roughness, while in oxygen plasma, the higher number of polar groups at the surface of CFs is related
to the increased interfacial bond strength. Our results
show that both kinds of plasma treatment significantly improved the adhesion; however, DBD plasma
was much more effective as compared to RF plasma.
A twofold increase in the shear strength was reached
after 10 s treatment, while only 23% rise was recorded for 2 min RF plasma treatment. Considering that
RF treatment induced significant changes only in the
polarity of the surface, while the roughness remained
almost unaffected, we can conclude that chemical
changes have a definite effect on the adhesion improvement. Better adhesion of the DBD treated CFs

Figure 12. IFSS values with respect to the O/C ratio (a) and roughness parameter (Ra) (b) of the surface of the carbon fiber.
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can be ascribed to either the greater changes in the
surface polarity or the increased roughness. Anyway,
the two phenomena cannot be separated for DBD
treatment. In parallel, however, there could be other
parameters that affect adhesion strength. For instance,
applying DBD treatment at a lower power of 120 W
Zhang and Li [52] could attain only a restricted, ca.
16%, increase (30 to 35 MPa) in the IFSS that is similar to our IFSS result using RF plasma.
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5. Conclusions
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We compared the effect of low-pressure RF plasma
and atmospheric pressure DBD plasma treatment on
the various surface properties of CFs. While both
types of plasmas increased the ratio of the polar moieties at the surface, DBD was much more effective as
compared to RF plasma. Even a short, 10 s treatment
with DBD plasma resulted in a 33 and 45% increase
in the total O and N atomic content, respectively, in
the outermost layer. In contrast, RF plasma increased
the O atomic content by only ca. 6%, while the N
atomic content by as much as 70% after a 5 min treatment. The different types of plasma treatment induced
different changes in the surface roughness, as well.
Whilst the RF plasma did not affect the roughness,
DBD treatment resulted in an approximately twofold
increase due to its etching effect. Another consequence of the etching is the formation of various flaws
at the surface that eventually deteriorated the tensile
strength of the plasma-treated CFs. The expected
outcome of plasma treatment is the significant improvement of adhesion that increased approximately
by 20 and 50% for RF and DBD plasma treatments,
respectively. The comparison of low pressure and atmospheric pressure plasma treatments shows that atmospheric DBD plasma treatment is a more convenient method as compared to RF plasma to achieve
increased adhesion between CFs and polymer matrix
and prepare CF reinforced polymer composites.
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